Cloud Consulting Service

Service Overview
To stay ahead of a rapidly evolving threat landscape, organizations must adopt security architecture and operations that enable a comprehensive and measured approach to cybersecurity. Fortinet offers FortiGuard-as-a-Service consulting services to partner with business leaders, helping organizations be at their best through this ever-changing environment.

Fortinet experts discover existing security posture elements through a vendor-agnostic approach, align findings to business goals, strategic objectives, and compliance requirements, and guide existing projects and future planning toward framework maturity. These collective tasks and outcomes empower organizations to achieve a holistic security architecture resilient enough to withstand continuous change in the threat landscape.

Advisory Team Proficiency

- Dedicated access to experienced professionals across Cloud who possess decades of industry experience and direct connection to additional experts inside Fortinet
- Our team can provide customers with Cloud advisory service during the entire lifecycle of their projects
- Best-in-class methodologies and framework alignment with studied application from our existing customer base

Domains
- Cloud Security Posture
- Cloud Security & Networking Automation
- Cloud Design & Architecture
- DevSecOps design and implementation best practices

Key Business Outcomes
- **Design & Architecture:** Cloud Security Architecture based on best practices. Tailored for customer’s cloud deployments
- **Maintaining and measuring compliance across the entire state**
- **Cloud Security & Networking Automation:** Cloud Security Automation
- **Deployment and implementation of Fortinet products/solutions in the cloud**
- **Cloud Security posture assessment**
- **Cloud secure reference architecture**

Why Fortinet?
- Fortinet is the #1 global cybersecurity company, with more than 20 years of experience in protecting assets, detecting malicious actors, mitigating threats, and leading the way on industry evolution.
- Fortinet delivers the Security Fabric, a broad, integrated, and automated cybersecurity framework that weaves together all facets of operational and functional security.
- FortiGuard Labs Global Threat Research and Response organization leverages tested artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies to remain on the cutting edge of threat intelligence.
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Business Goals
- **Identify critical business assets**
- **Conduct interviews**
- **Review policy, data reports, metrics, and security assessments**
- **Assess security across LOB and locations**

Strategic Objectives
- **Security Framework**
- **Compliance Requirements**

Operational Practices
- **Maturity Roadmap**
- **Conduct assessments based on NIST CSF**
- **Identify critical business assets**
- **Ongoing assessment on security posture**
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